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If I can’t survive, I will live another death
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Tiredness 

An awful night

The deepest messages

I heard the noisy ticking stop

Hating the world and everybody in it

My eyes sealed shut

Sunlight, dry, too much

For weeks exhausted

So tired to take him back

Curled up alive

Moving a little sometimes

A sense of horror

This feeling was tired
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The planet 

Against nature

Always rely on trust

A sudden unease must tell you what this really 

means

If you are not behind us, swing around

There was no sign that the rain splashed the crying 

How far away are we?

We’d rather run in cold panic through muddy water 

than take care of the place we visit 
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Lost in the night 

How shall we get back?

Knowing that there’s always someone who doesn’t 

get back

We needed to get back; the alternatives were too 

unpleasant to even think about 

I couldn’t help feeling concerned 

Three hours walking through the dark cities in front 

of us

What could happen is all we know 

There were too many risks for walking through the 

cities 

But we had to get back

Even when we knew that there’s always someone 

who doesn’t make it back 
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Look-at-us

Physically, he must be getting tired

Just ignore it while it lasts

He won’t be cured at all

He is, at the moment, wrong in his life

It is something to be very grateful for

Look out, here I was

Dreading the moment

The slightest will to do

I could look into the depths of his mind

I knew they were visible 

Look-at-us, look-at-us
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Happiness 

Beauty

So much to love

Laugh with good appetite

Congratulate life, personal victory

Happy and fulfilled

Twenty minutes longer than usual

Potential, untroubled ritual

Throw out all the black anxiety and guilt
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Incoherence 

Only    Young

Not Passing

Through Losing 

The      Idea The 

Lucky     Seemed As 

Lovers     Escape Theater 

And     Never Secure

Talented     Love Satisfaction 

Needs     To Fade

Beginning     Under Mourning

Youngness     That Advantage

With     Polite Answers

Was     Important Wondering 

That     Before We

Felt     Current


